I
nitially produced with rearranged surface TCRs that could theoretically bind any epitope, T cells complete their development in the thymus through multiple processes of selection, necessary to restrict the TCR pool to a functional and self-tolerant repertoire. During thymic selection, immature CD4 + CD8
+ thymocytes repeatedly scan their environment and check the self-reactivity of their TCR, that is, the ability to recognize self-peptides loaded on MHC proteins (spMHCs), through sequential interactions with APCs carrying diverse self-peptides (1) .
The classical notion of thymic selection is based on the premise that thymocytes with no self-reactivity are not rescued from cell death (die by neglect), weakly self-reactive ones are positively selected to complete their maturation, and highly self-reactive ones undergo clonal deletion through negative selection (2) . It has been proposed that T cells that are not able to recognize MHC might not be rescued during positive selection, whereas T cells that are specific for self-peptides would be deleted during negative selection, ensuring the absence of potentially dangerous self-peptide-specific T cells in the periphery (3) . However, during a thymocyte-APC interaction, (self-)reactivity of the TCR arises from both the loaded peptide and the MHC affinities. The relative importance of MHC and self-peptide for thymic selection is not yet resolved. T cells recognize foreignpeptides when presented by self-MHC molecules (4) (5) (6) . For increasing the chance of recognizing foreign-peptides, T cells should at least be able to bind presenting MHC molecules. Early experimental evidence suggests that the specificity of T cell-mediated responses is biased toward, but not fully restricted to, Ag presented by MHC molecules, which thymocytes have been selected on (referred to as self-MHC or selecting MHC) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) . However, there is no clear mechanistic explanation of how and to what degree such a self-MHC specificity might be imposed on the T cell repertoire in the thymus. In addition to MHC molecules, the set of MHC-bound self-peptides might contribute to thymic selection. A reduction in the diversity of self-peptides presented in the thymus reduces thymic output (12) (13) (14) . This suggests that some TCRs are specific for the thymically expressed self-peptides. Alternatively, selection of some TCRs may not only depend on a single self-peptide but rather on a "Gemisch" (a mixture) of self-peptides (15, 16) . A self-peptide might provide sufficient signal for positive selection of a thymocyte with low self-MHC affinity. Conversely, a highly self-peptide-specific thymocyte might be able to escape negative selection due to a low MHC specificity reducing its overall self-reactivity.
Although self-peptide-specific T cells are observed in the periphery even in healthy individuals (17) , their activation is regulated by a subpopulation of T cells arising from the thymus, known as natural Tregs (nTregs) (18) . nTregs are characterized by CD4, Foxp3, and high CD25 expressions. They display higher levels of TCR signaling in the thymus (19) , but the mechanisms leading to nTreg differentiation versus clonal deletion are not fully understood.
Three general models have been proposed to explain the generation of nTregs (reviewed in Ref. 20) : a TCR-instructive model, where nTregs are selected depending exclusively on their higher TCR self-reactivity, at or near the negative selection threshold; a two-step model where TCR instruction facilitates IL-2-dependent expression of Foxp3; and finally a stochastic model where the nTreg fate is decided early during differentiation, assuming nTregs are more resistant to negative selection.
nTregs have been observed in transgenic mice expressing a TCR and its cognate peptide in the thymus (21) (22) (23) , suggesting that nTreg specificities would recognize existing self-peptides in the thymus with higher reactivity than conventional T cells (Tconvs), which would be selected based on low self-reactivity. These different self-reactivity requirements for selection of nTreg and Tconv repertoires were validated by a TCR signaling reporter mouse (19) . This suggests that the two repertoires bear distinct TCR specificities, with nTreg specificities being more self-reactive. Starting from the extreme hypothesis of nTreg selection by highly agonist peptides, the TCR diversity of nTregs would be limited to the diversity of self-peptides. However, a noticeable overlap has been reported between the specificities of nTregs and Tconvs (24-28). Furthermore, there is evidence that nTregs are diverse (24, 27, 29-33) and are activated by foreign Ags in the periphery (34-37). It is not clear how a selection relying on high self-reactivity results in an nTreg repertoire that recognizes foreign Ags. Because nTregs represent only 5-10% of the overall CD4 + T cell pool in mice and humans (33), how can such a small fraction potentially cover at the same time the self-and foreign-peptide pool?
Cell fate decisions are not determined by a single TCR-spMHC interaction, but rather by repeated interactions during a timerestricted process (38, 39). The disruption of thymocyte-APC interactions or blockade of TCR signaling at different selection stages prevents successful positive selection, implying a requirement for sustained signals (38) (39) (40) . In contrast to positive selection, negative selection is a fast process and requires a strong TCR signaling event (41) . Negative selection is preceded by a strong transient increase of TCR-mediated signals (42) . Additionally, a reporter mouse model in which GFP levels reflect TCR signal strength revealed that nTregs show higher levels of sustained TCR signaling than do Tconvs in the thymus (19) . The observations that different temporal TCR signaling patterns, namely sustained and transient signals, are associated with positive and negative selections (40) (41) (42) (43) (44) (45) (46) (47) underpin the relevance of the dynamics of TCR stimulation for thymocyte selection. Therefore, the history of TCR stimulation has to be taken into account for a model of thymic selection. Additionally, the TCR signaling strength at any given time point might not only depend on the current thymocyte-APC integration, but also on the previous interactions in a short time window. Mathematical modeling is a well-suited approach to extract how information is encoded in the dynamics of TCR signaling.
Several theoretical models have been developed to study thymic selection and its impact on the specificity and cross-reactivity of the T cell repertoire (48) (49) (50) (51) (52) . In an affinity-based model (49) , TCRs are represented as random numeric strings and checked for all possible interactions with spMHCs. The maximum affinity is translated to induce cell death when insufficient (positive selection) or excessive (negative selection). This model predicts that negative selection eliminates cross-reactive TCRs from the repertoire. In Scherer et al. (50) , an activation-tuning threshold model of thymic selection was proposed. In this model, different levels of cross-reactivity can be obtained when TCR signaling induces a decreased sensitivity to the next stimulations. The stochastic nature of interactions, the abundance of spMHCs, and the requirement of sustained TCR signals for positive selection are not taken into account in these studies. Furthermore, nTreg differentiation is not incorporated. In a recent study (53) , a log-normal distribution of binding strengths is assumed for the TCR-spMHC interactions to study the variation of TCR sensitivity and the numbers of simultaneous TCR-spMHC interactions per APC. This model reproduces experiments where the numbers of Tconvs and nTregs are affected depending on the amount of presented self-peptides in the thymus (54) . In all of these studies, the cell fate assumptions relied only on the maximal encountered TCR-spMHC affinities and, except in van Santen et al. (53) , they did not incorporate Treg differentiation.
In the present study, we developed a signal integration model for thymic selection starting from a random polyclonal repertoire of thymocytes. The affinity contributions of the two binding regions of the TCR (MHC and self-peptide) were taken into account. Thymocytes sequentially interacted with diverse spMHCs and integrated the affinity-dependent TCR ligation signals. To characterize the integrated signal, we quantified the sustained and transient signaling levels (SSL and TSL, respectively) for each thymocyte in the selection time window. Positive selection was defined by a SSL threshold that kept 10% of the total pool. A TSL-based negative selection threshold eliminated half of the positively selected repertoire, and the 5% of the remaining cells with highest SSL were committed to nTregs.
The strength and dynamics of the integrated signal turned out as a successful basis for extracting affinity of thymocytes to MHC, detecting the existence of cognate spMHCs, and selecting a self-MHC-biased self-tolerant T cell repertoire. By selecting nTregs as cells with higher SSL, we showed that nTregs exhibit higher affinity to MHC than do Tconvs. nTregs were more sensitive to activation than Tconvs and, consequently, cross-reactive with the ability to recognize both self-and foreign-peptides. The model suggests that a diverse and low-abundant self-peptide presentation in the thymus is required for selecting a self-MHC-biased T cell repertoire.
Materials and Methods

Model
Representation of TCR and peptide-MHC proteins and affinity of interacting proteins. Similar to previous theoretical studies ( [49] [50] [51] [52] , binary sequences are taken as simplified representations of TCR and peptide-MHC (pMHC) proteins. This allows creation of a large set of TCRs and peptides and generation of different affinities of interaction. The affinity of a TCR-pMHC interaction is computed in the following way:
Let X and Y be binary sequences of length L that represent the "facing" binding regions of two proteins
We consider that a site in the sequence X is "matching" (contributing to the interaction) when the respective site in the other sequence Y is complementary (opposite value). The binary sequence of matching sites is called the "complementarity sequence," or C:
Because adjacent matching sites (AMS) may contribute more to the global affinity than to sparse single matching sites, AMS sizes are listed in the "adjacency match," or M:
It is therefore the list of lengths of consecutive 1s in the complementarity sequence. Here, p j and q j stand for the locations of the first and last 1s in jth AMS.
Then, the global affinity (A) of the interaction is computed as the sum of the sizes of the AMS raised to power r, called specificity parameter, normalized to the maximum possible value
The specificity parameter (r) tunes the relative contribution of the largest AMS in the affinity, as illustrated in Fig. 1A . By increasing the value of r, the dependency of affinity on the largest AMS increases, so that a single bit alteration in this region could dramatically decrease the interaction affinity. Such a dependency of the strength of protein interactions on single point mutation is consistent with experimental findings (55) . We adapt this framework to TCR-pMHC affinities in the following way: a T cell can recognize/scan a peptide when it is loaded on an MHC through the TCR complementarity regions (CDR1/2/3). CDR3 is positioned at the center of the binding interface and can establish contact with both the peptide and the MHC, whereas CDR1/2 loops are mostly in contact with the top of MHC helices and surround the central CDR3-peptide region (56) (57) (58) . Whereas CDR1 and CDR2 have low variability, a major part of the interaction between the MHC and the TCR is mediated by the CDR3 loop, which is a hypervariable element of the TCR. Therefore, a considerable variability of affinities to the MHC should be expected from randomly generated TCRs. This is incorporated in the model by considering that the variable part of the TCR binds not only to the peptide but also to the borders of the MHC surrounding the peptide. The conserved part of the TCR interacting with the MHC is not considered because it would contribute equally to each TCR-pMHC interaction. As illustrated in Fig. 1A , binary sequences of TCR and pMHC proteins are assumed to be aligned in a way that the central part of the TCR sequence with length L p contacts the peptide sequence, whereas the sides of the TCR sequence, each with length L MHC /2, contact the MHC sequence.
The TCR-pMHC interaction affinity is calculated using Eq. 4:
To characterize the affinity of a TCR to an MHC and a peptide separately, the TCR affinity to the MHC is calculated using the MHC binary sequence (without peptide) and the corresponding part of the TCR binary sequence
The TCR affinity to a single self-peptide (sp) is calculated using the binary sequence of the self-peptide and the corresponding part of the TCR sequence:
Finally, the average self-peptide affinity of a TCR to all N sp considered selfpeptides is obtained by
where i enumerates the self-peptides and A sp,i is calculated with Eq. 7.
Signal integration
The need for a model able to distinguish between transient and sustained TCR signaling. Each T cell clone has its unique TCR expressed as thousands of copies on the cell surface (59) . T cells continuously scan their environment. They frequently and transiently interact with a considerable number of APCs in the course of a few hours (60) . Affinity of the TCR to the pMHC is generally low, and TCR-mediated intracellular signals derived from single TCR-pMHC interactions, such as ERK or calcium flux (61) , are transient, short-lived, and not sufficient for T cell activation.
Signaling events have to be prolonged for several hours to maintain translocation of transcription factors to the nucleus until they overcome an activation threshold (62) . It is thought that frequent TCR-spMHC interactions, even though not activating the T cell (63) (64) (65) , are required for maintaining the TCR-mediated intracellular signals at a level sufficient for cell survival, homeostasis (66) (67) (68) , and responsiveness to foreign pMHCs (69, 70 
Simulation of thymocyte-APC interactions and signal integration
Setting of the cells and peptides. Out of all possible presentable peptides (binary sequences with length L p ), a set of N sp random sequences (nonidentical) is considered as self-peptide pool, and the remaining ones are considered as foreign-peptides. We consider only one type of MHC (the selecting MHC) with an identical binary sequence on all APCs. The sequence of all peptides are connected to MHC sequences as shown in Fig. 1A . Let n APC be the number of APCs each expressing n spMHC spMHCs randomly chosen from the pool of spMHCs. As long as the size of the selfpeptide pool is larger than the number of spMHCs expressed by each APC (N sp . n spMHC ), each self-peptide, when presented by a particular APC, is only presented once by the APC. This ensures an identical density for spMHCs among all APCs. As a result, each self-peptide is presented, on average, by a fraction of APCs equal to
By decreasing the diversity of self-peptides (i.e., by decreasing the size of self-peptide pool N sp ) and by keeping constant the total number of ligands in the thymus (n APC and n spMHC and consequently n APC 3 n spMHC ), the abundance of self-peptides increases. In other words, the probability of finding a particular self-peptide in subsequent APC interactions increases in this case. To be consistent with the observation that self-peptides are diverse and of low abundance in the thymic cortical region (71, 72) , F in Eq. 11 is assumed small such that self-peptide diversity is sufficiently larger than the carrying capacity of an APC. Typically, an APC expresses 10 5 molecules for MHC I and MHC II, and it presents 10 4 different bound peptides, each represented at 1 to 10 3 copies per APC (73) . The total possible spMHCs with presentable length (8-10 aa) in the mouse proteome was estimated at ∼3 3 10 7 (74) , and a typical MHC may present 3% of all possible nonameric peptides (75) ) (1%) of all self-peptides. In our reduced-dimension model, we took F = 2%, and the effect of changing the diversity of self-peptides is shown in Results. T cells and in silico scanning. Out of all possible TCR binary sequences (2 L ), distinct random TCRs are attributed to n T thymocytes. At each time point, n T thymocytes are randomly assigned to APCs. The integrated signal S(t) is updated for each thymocyte according to the affinity of its TCRs to the presented spMHCs. The duration of thymocyte-APC interaction Dt is assumed to be identical for all different possible interactions. The number of APCs needs to be sufficiently large (n APC ≫ n spMHC ) such that self-peptides can be distributed uniformly. Even larger numbers of APCs will not change the behavior of the simulation. When the number of thymocytes is equal to or lower than the number of APCs (n T # n APC ), thymocytes have independent fates by not competing for APCs. In this case, the number of thymocytes (n T ) has only statistical significance and does not represent any physiological number. When the number of APCs is lower than the number of thymocytes (n T . n APC ), there exists a competition among thymocytes for interacting with APCs at any time step and with a uniform probability. In this case, some thymocytes remain without interaction with APCs at any time step. We took a set of plausible values for model parameters given in Table I .
Cell fates based on the dynamics of the ITS
We investigated the temporal properties of TCR signaling at a single-cell level during thymic scanning using the above-defined ITS. After a predefined stabilization time (shown in Fig. 1B ), the ITS is obtained for each cell. Although the ITS shows fluctuations, the signal never goes to 0 owing to repeated interactions with APCs and affinity contribution from the MHC, which presents a mixture of different self-peptides. Signaling peaks can be observed in the ITS (Fig. 1B) . Because all the APCs carry identical MHCs, the peaks may arise for different reasons: one high-affinity peptide among the peptides presented by an APC; multiple peptides with moderate affinities presented by one APC creating a high-avidity thymocyte-APC interaction; or consecutive interactions with APCs leading to an increase of the TCR signaling larger than its decay rate.
To understand how MHC and peptide specificity of individual thymocytes are encoded into the TCR signaling over time, we propose to decompose the signal of each cell into two components: the basal value of the ITS after stabilization, called the SSL and determined by the minimum value of the ITS (Fig. 1B) ; and the peak value, called the TSL, defined as the maximum value of the integrated signal during the APC scanning period. After simulating the APC scanning process for n T thymocytes, SSL and TSL are extracted from the TCR signaling history of each thymocyte, and therefore SSL and TSL are properties of individual thymocytes and are used to define their fates. Motivation for an SSL-based positive selection. It is thought that thymocytes expressing TCRs that cannot recognize any of the diverse spMHCs presented in the thymic cortex do not receive a TCR-mediated survival signal and die by programmed cell death, a process known as death by neglect (76) . Additionally, thymocytes are short-lived and the limited numbers of engagements with spMHCs are insufficient for continued survival and maturation. Repeated engagements of TCRs with spMHCs are able to sustain TCR-mediated signaling sufficient to promote positive selection and prevent cell death (38). This idea is further supported by evidence showing that sustained levels of TCR-mediated signals, such as ERK or calcium flux, are associated with positive selection (40, (42) (43) (44) (45) (46) (47) . Therefore, positive selection should rely on sustained TCR-mediated signals in the thymic selection process.
In the context of our model, this notion of positive selection is incorporated as the elimination of thymocytes that have low SSL, implying that they are not able to sustain their level of ITS above the required SSL threshold for cell survival and maturation (Fig. 1C) . It has been estimated that 5% of the T cell progenitors end up in the periphery (77) . Together with the estimation that 50% of positively selected thymocytes undergo negative selection (78) , this implies that 90% of the cells die by neglect. Almeida et al. (79) observed 10-fold more cells in the double-positive versus single-positive stage; this would yield similar fractions assuming equal duration of each stage and equal proliferation rates. Note that these rates have been recently challenged by others (80, 81) reporting a higher negative than positive selection rate. Therefore, we changed the selection thresholds and investigated how this would modify the results of the signal integration model. Except a small shift of the MHC affinity spectrum of the selected repertoire toward lower values, all results and conclusions remained valid. Motivation for a TSL-based negative selection. In contrast to positive selection, negative selection is associated with a strong transient increase in TCR-mediated signals (40, 42, 43, 47 ). In the model, all cells with the TSL above a threshold are negatively selected (Fig. 1C) . The threshold is set such that 50% of the positively selected cells are removed. Motivation for an SSL-based nTreg selection. Although all the previous definitions apply for CD4 + and CD8 + T cell development, we focus on the CD4 + pool to incorporate a signal-based nTreg fate commitment. Numerous studies have illustrated that nTreg selection in the thymus relies on interactions of MHC class II-restricted TCRs with high affinity/avidity ligands (21, 22, (82) (83) (84) ; therefore, nTregs are hypothesized to express self-reactive TCRs (85) and they show strong TCR signals (19) . The current opinion is that nTregs originate from thymocytes bearing TCRs with affinities/avidities to thymic ligands that lie between the affinities/ avidities that drive positive and negative selection (20, 86, 87) .
The sustained capacity to signal through the TCR is not only required for nTreg differentiation, but is shown to be required for their homeostasis and functionality (88) . Therefore, selection of nTregs is associated with high sustained TCR signaling and is the basis for our definition of nTregs in the model.
We calibrate the SSL threshold for differentiation to nTreg such that 5% of the selected repertoire acquires the nTreg phenotype [physiological value: 5-10% of total peripheral CD4 + T cells (33) or 4-6% of total CD4 + thymocytes in mice (29)] (Fig. 1C) .
Results
MHC and cognate peptide affinities are segregated by the sustained and transient components of the ITS
It has been suggested that specificity of T cell responses is biased toward foreign Ags presented by the MHC molecules that they have been selected on (referred to as selecting MHC or self-MHC) (7-10). However, T cells are tolerant to self-Ag presented by the same MHC in the periphery. Therefore, thymocytes should be sensitive to MHC affinity and be able to detect cognate self-peptide during the selection process. In this study, we checked how signal integration would allow thymocytes to interpret the TCR signals they perceived by APC scanning in a way that allows distinction of MHC and peptide affinities. A repertoire of thymocytes with random TCR binary sequences (see Fig. 1A for an example) was generated and allowed to sequentially interact with APCs (described earlier in Model, with parameter values given in Table I ). Thereafter, the components of the TCR signaling history for each thymocyte (SSL and TSL, defined in Fig. 1B ) were obtained and the potential relationship between the signaling components and affinity of cells to the MHC as well as spMHCs was investigated on the population level. A correlation analysis showed that MHC affinity of thymocytes correlated with their SSL (Fig. 2A) . No significant correlation between MHC affinity and TSL was observed. Instead, TSL correlated with the affinity of the best spMHC existing in the thymus (Fig. 2B) . No significant correlation could be observed between maximum spMHC affinity and SSL, showing that MHC affinity and maximum spMHC affinity are encoded by two independent components of ITS, namely SSL and TSL, respectively. This offers a biological mechanism of how cells could discriminate between their affinity to MHC and cognate self-peptide by relying on the temporal properties of their signaling.
Positive selection ensures a high MHC affinity of thymocytes
Because positive selection requires sustained TCR signaling (40-47), we asked how the MHC specificities would be shaped when the TCR repertoire is selected based on SSL. For this, the average MHC affinity of the positively selected population was calculated. Note that we do not aim to give absolute affinity values because TCRs are represented by a simplified and artificial binary space. Therefore, no realistic affinity values can be extracted, but rather a distribution of possible affinities. Selection of 10% of the cells (Fig. 3A) caused an 8-fold increase in the average MHC affinity (from 0.013 to 0.1, see Fig. 3B ). Despite neglecting most thymocytes, the resulting average MHC affinity was still low in comparison with the higher average of MHC affinity that could be acquired with a more stringent positive selection, that is, higher positive selection threshold (Fig. 3B ). This suggests a trade-off between selecting the cells with higher MHC affinity and selecting a large number of cells. The TSL distribution of the repertoires of the different fates (Fig. 3C) showed that positively selected cells displayed higher TSL levels. However, having a high TSL did not guarantee positive selection for a substantial number of cells (cells in dotted area of Fig. 3C ).
Negative selection limits the number of MHC-specific thymocytes
We asked whether the MHC affinity of the repertoire is only controlled by positive selection, or whether negative selection also plays a role. Negative selection was based on the TSL. Fifty percent of the positively selected cells with the highest TSL were deleted. The distribution of thymocytes was investigated with respect to their MHC affinity for the whole population (preselection repertoire), positively selected, and selected (after both selections) repertoires (Fig. 4A) . Additionally, these distributions are shown as the fraction of the total population (Fig. 4B) .
First, although positive selection imposed a lower bound on the MHC affinity of the selected repertoire (Fig. 4A, 4B ), which is consistent with an increased MHC affinity after positive selection (Fig. 3B) , a wide range of MHC affinities survived positive selection. Note that all the MHC-specific cells (MHC affinity of 1) were kept by positive selection (Fig. 4B, solid line) . Second, looking at the fraction of the selected repertoire distinguished by MHC affinities (Fig. 4B , dash-dotted line), the whole spectrum of MHC affinities was affected by negative selection. In particular, a higher fraction of MHC-specific thymocytes was deleted (average MHC affinity of positively selected repertoire of 0.1 and selected repertoire of 0.08). Therefore, negative selection based on TSL limited the MHC affinity of the repertoire by preventing MHC-specific cells to survive.
Selected thymocytes have higher affinity to MHC or to self-peptide but not to both As shown before, positive selection increased the affinity for MHC on a population level. However, cells with a below-threshold MHC affinity (Fig. 4B , solid and dash-dotted lines) might be able to complete positive selection by having proper self-peptide affinity. For this reason, we monitored the average self-peptide affinity of thymocytes according to Eq. 8, including the whole pool of selfpeptides. This quantity was calculated for groups of thymocytes with similar MHC affinity (Fig. 4C) . The self-peptide affinity displayed a large spectrum of possible values (not shown), as expected from uniform random TCR generation. Therefore, the average selfpeptide affinity of the whole population before any selection was independent of MHC affinity by construction (Fig. 4C, see dashed  line) . After positive selection, the cells with lower MHC affinity exhibited higher self-peptide affinity, and this tendency was conserved after negative selection. Therefore, low MHC-affinity thymocytes required a stronger specificity for self-peptides to survive positive selection. In contrast, the cells with higher MHC affinity were not influenced by positive selection in terms of self-peptide affinity. Negative selection constrained the self-peptide affinity on the whole spectrum of MHC affinities, with a higher impact on thymocytes with strong affinity for MHC (Fig. 4C , compare solid and dash-dotted lines). The combination of positive and negative selection imposed constraints on both MHC and self-peptide affinity and, consequently, the selected repertoire showed a compromise between these two constraints.
The nTreg repertoire is enriched with MHC-specific TCRs
Negative selection is not perfect and autoreactive T cells may escape it (17) . This also happened in the model because of its stochastic nature and the probabilistic scan of APCs in a limited time frame. Selection of nTregs, which respond to the autoreactive stimuli together with Tconvs, would limit autoreactive responses in the periphery mediated by these accidental self-reactive T cells. nTregs were shown to have a higher sustained TCR signal than did Tconvs in thymus and periphery (19) . This property motivated the definition of nTregs in the model (see Model above). The 5% of selected thymocytes with the highest SSL were committed to the nTreg phenotype whereas all others acquired the Tconv phenotype.
To investigate the TCR characteristics of nTregs versus Tconvs, their respective distributions were monitored based on their MHC affinities (Fig. 4D, 4E) . As expected from the definition of the nTreg commitment, nTregs were biased toward higher MHC affinity whereas Tconvs are composed of cells with lower MHC affinity. However, the overlap of both subsets in terms of MHC affinities was large (Fig. 4D, 4E) . The compromise between Table I for the simulation values. (B) Dynamic changes of ITS of two different thymocytes upon sequential interactions with APCs presenting diverse spMHCs are shown. The SSL is determined by the minimum value of the ITS in a window of sequential interactions. The TSL is defined as the maximum ITS value in the same window of interactions. SSL and TSL are individual properties of thymocytes. In the example, thymocyte 1 (black curve) has a low SSL and a high TSL, whereas thymocyte 2 (blue curve) displays a higher SSL and a lower TSL than does thymocyte 1. (C) SSL-and TSLbased rules for thymic selections and nTreg commitment. MHC affinity and average self-peptide affinity that was observed in the selected repertoire (Fig. 4C ) was also conserved in nTreg and Tconv repertoires (Fig. 4F) .
Autoreactivity of pre-and postselection repertoires
Starting from an initial random sequence of interactions, we checked how many cells from the preselection repertoire would be autoreactive. The cells that crossed their signaling level over the negative selection TSL threshold were defined as autoreactive cells. Next, the fate of these particular autoreactive cells was examined with a different random sequence of thymocyte-APC interactions. Out of 10% of the preselection thymocytes that showed autoreactivity in the initial random sequence of interactions, nearly 50% failed to pass positive selection in the second random sequence of interactions owing to low MHC affinity (average MHC affinity of 0.006). Note that in contrast to the whole population where only 10% survived positive selection, autoreactive thymocytes reached 50% of survival owing to high MHC affinity (with average MHC affinity of 0.13). From the positively selected autoreactive thymocytes, ∼88% were negatively selected. Therefore, autoreactive TCRs were more targeted by negative selection. From the escaped autoreactive cells, a high number (89%) matured as Tconvs. Note that the escaped autoreactive Tconvs had a lower MHC affinity (average, 0.06) than did negatively selected autoreactive thymocytes (average, 0.13) or autoreactive nTregs (average, 0.33). We also observed that the fraction of autoreactive TCRs in the nTreg repertoire was ∼2.5-fold higher than the Tconv repertoire, proving higher autoreactivity of nTregs than Tconvs in our model. These results show that some autoreactive TCRs ended up in the Tconv repertoire owing to stochastic variations of thymocyte interactions with APCs within a limited time frame. Negative selection was more efficient than nTreg differentiation in restricting the autoreactive TCRs in the Tconv repertoire. However, the nTreg repertoire was more enriched with autoreactive TCRs (and with higher affinity for MHC) than was the Tconv repertoire.
nTregs are more cross-reactive than Tconvs
Recognition and activation of an individual T cell is not limited to a unique specific peptide sequence, but multiple peptide sequences with sufficient specificity can be recognized by an individual T cell (89) . This allows the immune system to provide a comprehensive immunity against the Ag universe and cope with antigenic variations during infection (90) . This feature can be observed in two different forms: an individual T cell is able to recognize multiple nonhomologous peptides, defined as cross-reactivity in this study, or the T cell is able to respond to variants of its agonist Ag (i.e., point mutations in amino acid sequences), defined as degeneracy in this study.
To assess the degree of cross-reactivity in the selected T cell repertoire and the impact of positive and negative selection on shaping cross-reactivity, the ability of cells to recognize multiple foreign-peptides was examined. First, a set of nonidentical and random foreign-peptide sequences was generated and combined with the self-MHC sequence (as shown in Fig. 1A ) to set up a pool of 100 distinct foreign-peptide-self-MHC sequences. Then, all the cells were stimulated for 2 d by APCs each carrying extra foreignpeptide-self-MHC. The pool of APCs was configured with the same settings as for thymic selection, and the negative selection TSL threshold was considered as the activation threshold. The autoreactive cells that responded to the APCs without loading any foreign-peptide were excluded from the analysis.
We observed that although most cells from the preselection repertoire were not activated, a high percentage of positively selected or selected cells got activated (not shown). This is due to the fact that in our system, which is a reduced scale of the physiological system, the number of foreign-peptides tested (100 distinct foreign-peptides) is large (20% of the pool of self-peptides). However, this is required to allow for a statistical analysis of responsiveness to foreign-peptides. Activated thymocytes from the preselection repertoire were separated in groups depending on how many of the foreign-peptides they could recognize. For each group, the percentages of preselection cells remaining after positive and negative selections were obtained (Fig. 5A) . The results showed that positive selection deleted cells with low cross-reactivity. In contrast, negative selection mainly affected the cells with higher cross-reactivity.
The cross-reactivity was examined for Tconvs and nTregs. We observed that foreign-peptides led to the activation of both nTregs and Tconvs (4.8 6 1.6% of nTregs and 2.3 6 0.4% of Tconvs responded to each of the foreign-peptides; not shown). Additionally, the distribution of the number of foreign-peptides recognized by the same cells (Fig. 5B) showed that more nTregs than Tconvs were able to recognize multiple foreign-peptides. This shows that the in silico nTreg repertoire exhibits higher cross-reactivity than do Tconvs. The degree of degenerate recognition in cells was assessed by measuring the ability of cells to recognize variations in their cognate foreign-peptide. First, all the cells were stimulated by one foreign-peptide. Then, the reactive cells were stimulated by altered foreign-peptides generated by single-bit mutations in the binary sequence of initially considered foreign-peptide.
We observed that positive selection allowed the selection of cells that were more degenerate in recognizing altered cognate peptides. In contrast, negative selection largely restricted the cells with high degeneracy (Fig. 5C ). The same analysis on nTreg and Tconv repertoires showed that as compared with Tconvs, the distribution of nTregs was shifted toward a more degenerate recognition of altered peptides (Fig. 5D) .
Diversity of self-peptides in the thymus is required for selection of a self-MHC-biased repertoire Next, the role of self-peptide diversity in the selection of the self-MHC-biased repertoire was analyzed. As shown in Fig. 2A , in a thymus with diverse low-abundant self-peptides, the SSL of thymocytes was correlated with their MHC affinity. We calculated the correlation coefficient between the SSL of thymocytes and their MHC affinity for different diversities of self-peptides (Fig. 6A) . The positive correlation between SSL and MHC affinity increases and saturates with higher diversity of self-peptides presented in the thymus. This implies that SSL-based positive selection requires a large self-peptide diversity to select a self-MHC-biased T cell repertoire.
To examine the impact of restricting APC availability onto the MHC specificity of the repertoire, the correlation coefficients between SSL and MHC affinities were obtained for various APC numbers. As depicted in the Fig. 6B , the SSL-MHC affinity correlation was lost when the number of APCs was critically low. Therefore, the number of APCs could be a limiting factor in the thymus for selecting an MHC-biased T cell repertoire.
Single spMHC selects a repertoire with a wider range of MHC affinity
Although a diverse set of self-peptides is essential for selection of diverse TCR specificities, expression of a single spMHC molecule was shown to allow for the selection of a large number of T cells (14, 15, 91) and that these cross-react with allogeneic MHC (14) . To analyze the extent of MHC bias of the repertoire selected by single spMHC presented in the thymus, the diversity of selfpeptides in the model was decreased to a single spMHC through replacing all other spMHCs by the single-type spMHC.
Despite the abundant expression of a single peptide, it was possible to positively select 7.5%, and to select 4% of the preselection repertoire, showing a decreased yet considerable amount of selected thymocytes. In experimental systems expressing a single spMHC, ∼20-50% of the normal number of T cells are selected (in silico, this corresponds to 80% of the normal T cell number) (15) . Presentation of the single spMHC in these experimental systems is not efficient and constitutes approximately a 10th of the wild-type Ag presentation level, and the expression level of spMHC is shown to be important for the outcome of the thymic selection (15) . Therefore, the absolute number of thymic output in our model with abundant presentation of a single spMHC was an upper limit; by decreasing the density of the single spMHC per APC, the number of selected cells decreased further (not shown). As shown in Fig. 6C and 6D, a single spMHC selected a repertoire with a wide range of MHC affinity in comparison with the repertoire selected by diverse spMHCs, indicating that the thymic output by a single spMHC was less self-MHC biased. Therefore, the fact that T cells specific to different allogeneic MHCs exist in the single spMHC-based model is a natural result in the framework of the presented model of thymic selection. Nearly 20% of the cells positively selected in the model based on diverse spMHCs were also positively selected in the model based on a single spMHC. This overlap was decreased to 10% by negative selection, which shows that the thymic outcome is different in both models. This is consistent with the observations that TCRs with known specificities were not selected by a single spMHC, despite being selected in normal mice (91) (92) (93) . The relative number of selected cells in both models was dependent on the specificity parameter r that controls the relevance of specific adjacency matching sites (see "Model" above). By considering low values of r, and keeping the same SSL and TSL selection thresholds, the number of positively selected cells in the single spMHCbased model was higher than in the diverse spMHCs model (not shown), which is not consistent with experimental observation. Consistency between model and experiment was found with r $ 7, which emphasizes the relevance of specific adjacency matching sites (see Eq. 4). The biological implication of requiring such a large specificity parameter (r) is that for a signal integration-based positive selection, a group rather than sparse complementing features between binary sequences is required in TCR-spMHC interactions during thymic selection; otherwise, positive selection would become highly and unrealistically peptide promiscuous.
After thymic selection, T cell recognition is self-MHC biased but not self-MHC restricted
It has been suggested that thymic selection biases the T cell repertoire toward recognizing foreign-peptides in the context of the selecting MHCs, referred to in the present study as self-MHC bias (see Ref. 94 for a review) . However, T cell responses are not self-MHC restricted, as T cells selected with one MHC may respond to other (allogeneic) MHCs as well (95, 96) . In the present study, we assessed the degree of MHC bias and MHC restriction in our model by an in silico alloreactivity experiment. First, 33 distinct MHCs with different levels of similarity to self-MHC were taken as alloMHCs (Fig. 7) . Among the foreign-peptide sequences, 100 sequences were combined with these allo-MHC sequences. Then, all the preselection cells were stimulated with APCs fully loaded with one of these combinations and categorized based on the fates they would have during thymic selection. The negative selection TSL threshold was used as the activation threshold.
The level of alloreactivity to each allo-MHC was measured by examining the extent of T cell cross-reactivity to allo-MHCs, that is, the number of foreign-peptides (presented by allo-MHC) recognized by each T cell. The distributions of T cell cross-reactivity to each allo-MHC were compared with respect to the degree of similarity between allo-and self-MHCs (Fig. 7A) .
The T cell repertoire selected with diverse spMHCs was more reactive to the self-MHC than to allo-MHCs. Furthermore, the level of alloreactivity depended on how similar the examined alloMHCs were to the self-MHC. This result shows that thymic selection does not guarantee self-MHC restriction, despite imposing self-MHC bias for recognition of foreign-peptides. The cells selected with diverse spMHCs were more biased to the self-MHC than were the cells selected by single spMHC (Fig. 7A , compare gray and black box plots). This is additional support for the result given in Fig. 6A , showing that diversity of self-peptides was required for the selection of a self-MHC-biased T cell repertoire. Next, the contribution of positive and negative selection in MHC restriction was assessed by performing the same analysis on the cells that were either not positively selected or eliminated by negative selection (in a thymus with diverse spMHCs). In that way, the cells that were both neglected and negatively selected (the cells existing in the dotted area of Fig. 3C ) were included in both pools, ensuring that the impacts of positive and negative selection were examined independently.
The distributions of cell cross-reactivity to each allo-MHC were compared with respect to the degree of similarity between allo-and self-MHCs (shown in Fig. 7B ). The result showed that positive selection was more efficient than negative selection in avoiding the cells recognizing allo-MHCs that were not similar to selfMHCs. However, with increasing the similarity to self-MHC, negative selection became more efficient and the efficiency of positive selection decreased.
Another way to quantify the efficiency of positive and negative selection in restricting alloreactivity is to look at the number of cells that can be activated by each foreign-peptide presented by an allo-MHC. This number was averaged over 100 foreign-peptides per allo-MHC. The average was then normalized to the population size of each repertoire (Fig. 7C) . The same trend of efficiencies as in Fig. 7B was found.
Discussion
Selection of a self-MHC-biased T cell repertoire
Affinity of a TCR-pMHC interaction results from the combination of a peptide and a MHC molecule rather than from a peptide alone. The signaling strength of a single TCR-pMHC interaction is not enough for a thymocyte to discriminate between the contribution of peptide and MHC molecules. The requirement that T cells should recognize foreign-peptides in the context of their own individual MHC molecules for a proper immune response implies that thymic selection should impose a bias toward recognition of self-MHC in a preselection repertoire that potentially bears TCRs with different MHC specificities. In this study, we examined a potential mechanism allowing thymocytes to extract information regarding their MHC and self-peptide specificities in the course of the selection process.
We proposed a TCR signal integration model capturing the requirement of repeated interactions for successful T cell selection/ activation. From the TCR stimulation history generated by sequential interactions with different spMHCs, two distinct components emerged, namely SSL and TSL. The model showed that SSL is correlated with the TCR affinity to MHC, which can serve as an indirect measure of MHC affinity to the cell. Indeed, we illustrated that a SSL-based positive selection imposes a lower limit on the MHC affinity range of the repertoire, which gives a signal-based explanation for the selection of a self-MHC-biased T cell repertoire.
According to the model, the SSL relies on the frequency of successful (signal-providing) interactions during APC scanning. To provide a positively selecting stimulus from the peptide component, positively selecting self-peptides would have to be highly abundant to provide sustained signaling above the SSL threshold of positive selection. The observation that self-peptides are diverse and rare in the thymic cortical region (71, 72) implies that finding enough positively selecting self-peptides for multiple subsequent interactions is unlikely. Because the common component in lowabundant spMHCs during sequential interactions is the MHC sequence, the SSL largely correlates with the MHC affinity but not with the affinity to self-peptide. Consequently, an increased abundance of self-peptides would result in an increased likelihood of finding repeated and identical signal-providing sequences (for some TCRs) that may even exceed the likelihood of finding signalproviding sequences in the MHC. Indeed, we showed that a repertoire selected with an adundant single-type spMHC is less self-MHC biased. This is further supported by the observations that the repertoire selected with a single (and abundant) ligand is cross-reacting with allogeneic APCs (14) . Therefore, presentation of diverse and low-abundant self-peptides by MHC molecules is required in the thymus for efficient quantification of self-MHC affinity and selection of an MHC-biased T cell repertoire.
According to the Gemisch model, postulated by Bevan et al. (16) , a TCR could be positively selected by multiple peptides with sufficient aggregate contribution, but with low affinity for each. This can naturally occur in the signal integration model in two ways: multiple low-affinity peptides can raise the avidity of one thymocyte-APC interaction, but also different peptides in consecutive APCs can sustain an integrated TCR signal sufficient for positive selection. According to our model, selection with a single spMHC could not select cells that were selected based on diverse spMHCs, implying that in silico positive selection of these cells depended on one or multiple other selfpeptides. This prediction of the signal integration model is in agreement with the Gemisch selection model.
Negative selection and peptide specificity
In contrast to the sustained component of the TCR signaling, the strong transient increase (TSL) is a property that occurs at specific interactions and harbors a more stochastic nature than the sustained component (Fig. 1B) . The emergence of a strong TSL could result from the ligation of TCRs with cognate spMHCs, suggesting TSL as an indicator of self-peptide reactivity. Indeed, we showed that the TSL is correlated with the affinity of TCRs to the most specific spMHC in the ligand repertoire (Fig. 2B) . It can be concluded that the discrimination between sustained and transient components in TCR signaling offers a mechanism for separate detection of self-MHC and cognate self-peptide.
We observed that a TSL-based negative selection reduced the self-reactive TCR repertoire. Negative selection targeted TCRs with a wide spectrum of MHC affinities with a dominant effect on the higher end (Fig. 4A, 4B ). However, owing to the stochastic nature of finding cognate spMHC in a limited number of interactions, a TSL-based negative selection was prone to error, as experimentally detected (17) . Consistently, the model predicts that self-peptide-reactive T cells exist in both nTreg and Tconv repertoires that would cross the negative selection TSL threshold if a sufficient number of cell interactions were allowed. In silico, increasing the frequency of interactions in thymus decreased the number of escaped self-reactive cells.
Impact of positive and negative selection on the cross-reactivity of repertoires As extensively discussed by Mason (97) , TCR cross-reactivity enables recognition of a larger spectrum of peptides without requiring an enormous number of T cells that respond specifically to single foreign-peptides. In our model, this crossreactivity was already present in the preselection repertoire and was pronounced by positive selection during which crossreactive cells were enriched (Fig. 5A ). This guarantees comprehensive peptide coverage by the positively selected repertoire. However, a repertoire with cells cross-reacting with self-peptides bears the potential of autoimmunity. Negative selection has to cope with cells reacting with different affinities for a large range of peptides, and a 100% efficient negative selection would delete all T cells because of cross-reactivity. Therefore, there is a trade-off between self-tolerance and cross-reactivity of the selected repertoire (97, 98). The efficiency of positive and negative selection for MHC restriction depends on the extent of similarity between allo-and self-MHCs It has been suggested that all MHC proteins in the genome of one species might share some features and that germline-encoded TCR variable elements might have an inherent predisposition to react with these shared features in all MHCs (96, 99) . Although we did not assume any bias in random generation of TCR sequences, we showed that in the case of existing similarities between selecting MHCs and allo-MHCs, negative selection is more efficient in MHC restriction than is positive selection. This in silico result is consistent with the work of Huseby et al. (95, 96) using singlepoint amino acid mutations of the selecting MHC to assess alloreactivity in vitro. However, our model predicts the opposite trend in the case of dissimilar MHCs, meaning that negative selection is not efficient to restrict alloreactive T cells. A noteworthy point is that the conclusion drawn by Huseby et al. (95, 96 ) that negative selection is responsible for MHC restriction relied on the assumption that a thymus with single-peptide presentation disrupts negative selection but not positive selection. According to our model, cells that were not normally selected by diverse selfpeptides were selected based on single peptide. Moreover, these cells were less self-MHC biased. Therefore, the results in Huseby et al. (95, 96) might be influenced by the cells that were not normally selected in a wild-type model. Our result regarding the importance of negative selection in controlling the specificity of T cells to foreign-peptides by removing cross-reactive T cells is also in agreement with the work of Huseby et al. (95, 96) .
Selection of nTregs
It is thought that the activation of escaped autoreactive T cells is suppressed by regulatory T cells in the periphery (100) . nTregs can be derived from Ags overexpressed in the thymus of transgenic mice, and the selected nTregs exhibit a high affinity to these Ags (21) . This suggests a self-peptide-specific repertoire of nTregs and led to the TCR-instructive model. According to this view, selfspecific TCRs generate nTregs whereas less self-specific TCRs (but more foreign-specific) generate Tconvs.
The TCR-instructive model predicts that the respective specificities of the Tconv and nTreg repertoires are distinct and that the diversity of nTregs is limited by the diversity of selecting ligands in the thymus. Although several studies argued for distinct repertoires of Tconvs and nTregs (101, 102) , there is also evidence for an overlap between them and for similar diversity (24-28). Although the nTreg repertoire is a minority of the whole CD4 + T cell population, nTregs can recognize both self-and foreign-peptides. One possible explanation would be that nTreg activation is nonspecific. There is evidence that the suppressive activity of Tregs is triggered in an Ag-specific manner and relies on recognition of cognate Ag (22, 33, 103, 104). However, once Tregs are activated, they can suppress Tconvs with different Ag specificities in vitro (33, 103) and in vivo (105) (106) (107) , implying that they may suppress in a nonspecific manner (108) . Another possible explanation would be that the nTreg repertoire consists of cross-reactive TCRs. Cross-reactivity was indeed observed in TCRs (89, 90) , but the extent of cross-reactivity in nTregs versus Tconvs has not been experimentally evaluated.
In the present study, we defined the nTreg population based on the observation that nTregs show higher sustained signaling (19) , and we managed to reproduce the aforementioned observations. We found that, under the hypothesis of higher SSL, nTregs show higher MHC specificity (linked to sustained signaling) as well as higher cross-reactivity (lower peptide sensitivity) compared with Tconvs.
In the model, cross-reactivity emerged from two different mechanisms. First, nTregs could recognize foreign-peptides because their higher MHC affinity removed strong bias toward selfpeptides. Second, having higher MHC affinity resulted in a higher level of signaling close to the level required for their activation. Hence, they required less peptide affinity contribution for activation. This resulted in the recognition of a wider range of activating ligands and represented a signal-based cross-reactivity (not affinity based). This nTreg cross-reactivity would be a way to allow 5% of the CD4 + population to recognize a broad spectrum of possible peptides and be the safekeeper of immune activation, whereas Tconvs are designed to be more peptide specific. In the model, we observed that peptides could activate both nTregs and Tconvs, suggesting that an immune reaction for these peptides would acti- vate simultaneously a proinflammatory response and a suppressive response. It would be of interest to know the amount of peptides recognized only by Tconvs, as they could be more pathogenic, or the relative populations of nTregs versus Tconvs recognizing the same Ag depending on its similarity to self-peptides. It has been shown in silico that the ratio of Ag-specific Tregs to Tconvs and their absolute numbers are the major determinants for the onset of an immune response against the Ag (109) .
Given an abundant source of signaling, any cell can become an nTreg according to the SSL-based selection model. When diverse and low-abundant self-peptides are presented, the MHC affinity is the major determinant of SSL. However, under the condition of high abundance of selecting self-peptides, our integration model would predict that self-peptide-specific cells (existing in the preselection repertoire due to random TCR rearrangement) would be selected as nTregs. In the case of transgenic TCRs, an additional requirement to become an nTreg would be to provide a peptide with sufficient affinity (in a level that does not exceed the negative selection threshold). In agreement with this, thymocytes differentiate to nTregs in transgenic mouse models in which an additional selecting peptide is abundantly expressed (21) . In silico, no nTregs would be selected when the quality of the abundant peptide is not high enough for the transgenic TCR, consistent with experimental observations (21) .
If the density of a particular self-peptide per APC was increased on a small fraction of APCs, it would not be sufficient to sustain the TCR signal for nTreg differentiation. However, this would affect the efficiency of negative selection. In a recent theoretical work by Bains et al. (53) , the authors were able to recapitulate in vivo experiments where a controllable expression of one agonist peptide in the thymus leads to selection of a varying number of nTregs and Tconvs from thymocytes with transgenic TCRs (54) . Selection of T cells in the work of Bains et al. was assumed to rely on the maximum and minimum thymocyte-APC TCR signal strength. Tconv and nTreg repertoires were distinguished by an intermediate threshold between the positive and negative selection thresholds. The overexpressed peptide had an affinity to the TCR that induces nTreg selection or deletion by negative selection. In an alternative scenario, the authors assumed that the sensitivity of the TCR increased stepwise such that the interaction with the overexpressed peptide led to different fates with time. This article gave insights on the impact of thymic selection manipulation in vivo by overexpression of an agonist peptide for a transgenic TCR, and it provided a simple mechanistic explanation for the nonintuitive variation in the amounts of selected nTregs and Tconvs. Note that cell fates in the model of Bains et al. (53) are determined by single interactions and independent of TCR stimulation history, which is the focus in the present model.
Consequences of the borders of the MHC affinity spectrum in the periphery
As shown, thymic selection imposes higher and lower limits on the MHC spectrum of the selected repertoire. The low end of the MHC affinity spectrum encompasses Tconvs with higher average affinity to self-peptides as a consequence of the pressure of positive selection. One could speculate that these cells would cause autoimmunity and be potentially pathogenic. However, this has to be mitigated by the following ideas. First, owing to the low MHC affinity, they have the lowest SSL in the repertoire, which means that activation under homeostatic conditions is hard. Furthermore, self-peptides could only activate them under overpresentation conditions by increasing the integrated signal level. This would not naturally happen unless self-peptide disturbances occurred as a result of nonhomeostatic conditions such as cancerous cells or self-similar pathogens. Therefore, these cells would be good candidates to recognize such self-disturbances. This idea was further studied in silico (109) . Second, these cells are less self-MHC biased. Hence, upon interacting with allogeneic APCs, they might recognize foreign MHCs. These are the cells that would reject grafts via recognizing foreign MHCs on the donor's APCs.
The high end of the MHC affinity spectrum contains Tconvs and nTregs with lower average affinity to self-peptides as a consequence of the pressure of negative selection. We showed that these cells are more cross-reactive for the peptides. However, they might be easily detected in the thymus due to their higher SSL. Efficient negative selection or differentiation of these cells to nTregs are two processes that minimize the risk of having a pathogenic autoreactive response.
According to the model, the borders of the MHC affinity spectrum change by variations in the diversity of self-peptides that bind to a MHC molecule. In the extreme case, we showed that a selection with single spMHC comprises cells with no MHC bias.
Heterogeneity of Ag presentation in the thymus
Thymic APCs are heterogeneous in the type of self-peptides they present and in signaling resources they provide to thymocytes (particularly by differential costimulation levels). Thymic APCs can be categorized into cortical thymic epithelial cells and migratory dendritic cells in the cortex and medullary thymic epithelial cells, migratory cells, and resident dendritic cells in the medulla. Some peptides, denoted as private self-peptides (110), may only be presented by cortical thymic epithelial cells but by no other thymic and peripheral APCs. Some other peptides are presented by all the cells, known as ubiquitous peptides. AIRE-dependent tissue-restricted Ags are presented by medullary thymic epithelial cells allowing them to mimic the peripheral self-peptides. Additionally, a spectrum of peripheral Ags is presented by migratory dendritic cells. As potential extensions to the model, such heterogeneity could be translated by considering sets of peptides with different abundance (different values of F, see Eq. 11) and density per APC: a set of self-peptides with low abundance but higher density to represent tissue-restricted Ags, and a highly abundant set representing the ubiquitous peptides (presented by a higher fraction of APCs) (110) . Regarding the role of costimulation, as generally accepted in T cell activation, higher costimulation provides higher signaling strength and increases the sensitivity of T cells to Ag stimulation (111) . By assuming this property, the model can potentially be adapted in two ways by either associating different costimulation levels to particular peptides, that is, allowing multiple copies of particular self-peptides on APCs, or by associating costimulation to particular APCs, that is, providing a stronger TCR signal integration rate (higher a, see Table I ). Incorporating heterogeneity of APCs and self-peptides in a realistic biological way would increase the number of unknown parameters (e.g., the number of APCs of each kind, the difference in peptide presentation capacity and costimulation expression heterogeneity, the degree of abundance of each different type of selfpeptides) and would therefore reduce the predictive power of the model. Therefore, we restricted ourselves to simpler representations of APCs and reserve the distinction of different APC subsets for future work.
In conclusion, we have provided a mechanistic model that questions the view that affinity to self-peptides is the major determinant of cell fates in thymic selection and highlights two central points instead: specificity of TCR to MHC and peptide confers different signaling properties for T cells, and the time integration of the TCR-mediated signals during APC scanning is necessary to gain a full view of the properties emerging from thymic selection.
